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BIO
Award-Winning actor George Katt was born in Queens, New York City. He began his training
and his career on the New York City stages and in New York City theater.
Katt attended Marymount Manhattan College as the recipient of the Full Competitive Merit
Scholarship in Acting, a special drama training program at The Juilliard School sponsored by
The National Actor’s Theatre Institute under the guidance of the late Tony Randall (The Odd
Couple), The Lee Strasberg Theatre Institute - Two Year program, is a protégé of the late
legendary actor and mentor William Hickey at H.B. Studios and currently a working member at
the world-renowned The Actors Studio in NYC.
He has guest-starred and recurred on various network television and cable shows for CBS, WB,
ABC, NBC, FOX, Comedy Central, IFC, Showtime, etc (Blue Bloods, Unforgettable, Sabrina, the
Teenage Witch, Rude Awakening, The Agency, Important Things with Demetri Martin, Gilmore
Girls, Popular, etc).
His dedication to his craft and versatility have also earned him much success in film and
award-winning accolades and recognition on popular film festival circuits; playing a variety of
leading man and character roles.
Most recently Katt stars in leading roles in world-wide distributed / feature film releases:
Alienated (opposite the late Taylor Negron), House of Bodies playing Oscar- Nominated Peter
Fonda’s son in the film (also opposite Oscar-Nominated actors Terrence Howard and Queen
Latifah), Percentage (opposite Ving Rhames and Omar Gooding - produced by Queen Latifah),
the Award-Winning independent features Valley of Angels (w/ Danny Trejo), The Maladjusted,
In Montauk, Red Sheep, In the Gray (w/ Lee Arenberg), Red Right Return (w/ Leo Fitzpatrick),
Bastards of Young (w Lucy Walters), etc.
Upcoming feature films slated for worldwide release and currently on the film festival circuit
include the starring role in the drama Turnabout (w/ Peter Greene & Waylon Payne),
supporting in Broadway 4D (Directed by Bryan Singer & Gary Goddard; w/ Hugh Jackman, Lea

Solonga and Christina Aguilera), Swinger (w/ Mille Dinesen from the hit show Rita) and stars in
the upcoming film-noir thriller Boundary.
George is also the Founder and Artistic Director of "The Indies Lab" in NYC; a multicultural
ensemble of seasoned professional actors, writers, directors and filmmakers driven by a
commitment to artistic excellence, creative exploration, and passion for significant work; to
nurture artistic growth and to develop vital new works in independent cinema, television and
stage.

"Leading the charge is newcomer George Katt, an actor who, if the fickle movie gods are just, will break out and breath fresh
air into a young, American acting generation that is practically bereft of anyone with the smoldering yet sensitive intensity of a
Brando or De Niro. Katt is able to portray street-smart grit and guile as well as moments of sublime gentleness." - Todd
Konrad, Independent Film Quarterly
"A wonderful new talent emerges. Katt explodes on screen in an emotionally honest performance..." - Scott Foundas, The
Village Voice
"If Marlon Brando, Johnny Depp and Mark Ruffalo were ever to come together and spawn a love child, the outcome would be
George Katt." - Sarah Coleman, Director / "Heartbreaker"
"Talent. Finally! George Katt is daring and believable..." - Al Friedman, The Philadelphia Inquirer
"There is an up and coming young actor we're not familiar with yet but will be very soon; mainly because he is quickly
becoming known as one of the more talented actors of the younger generation. His name is George Katt..." - Nikki Walsh, PR
News Now
"[George] Katt plays the role with a stillness, intensity, and presence that is reminiscent of the young Marlon Brando in On the
Waterfront and A Streetcar Named Desire. I walked out of the screening believing that this kid is destined for greatness." Sam Menza, Film Source Magazine
"Katt has now moved on to the next phase of a soon-to-become movie star's journey and is taking the independent film world
by storm. A young Mark Ruffalo-like-pattern of a career maybe? - Alexander Laurence (Editor), The portable-infinite

"It looks like Valley of Angels by Jon Rosten which stars talented actors George Katt (Sweetzer, Rude Awakening) and
Danny Trejo (Sherrybaby, From Dusk to Dawn) is in the running for major awards. Audiences were buzzing after
watching this film about a West Los Angeles drug dealertrying to find a way out of his dangerous existence to reach a
place of enlightenment he so desperately seeks." - New York International Film Festival Press
"George Katt is given the challenge of playing a character who is in many ways a bystander of the changes
in the world around him that are seeming to unfold regardless of who he is or how he acts. He is neither victim nor
perpetrator, but Katt makes sure that we feel the importance of his presence."- Richard Propes, The Independent Critic
"George Katt’s Josh could’ve been all anger and histrionics, or gone the other route and been unsympathetic and pitiful,
but the performance stays relatable, and Josh becomes the unprompted casualty of friendly fire." / "beyond the
aesthetics and the overall mood of the piece, the intimacy also works due to the quality performances of the three main
leads." – Film Threat Magazine
"George is an incredibly gifted and talented actor who gives everything and more to his performance. He finds nuances
to his characters that really bring them to life. He's truly a pleasure to work with." - Writer/Director Kim Cummings
"I am at peace when I work with George. There is no fear or restraint with him. He will take a delicate gem and protect
it, cherish it; for it is far too often that an actor misses these opportunities. He is not a destroyer of ideas; he is a creator
of ideas. I can give him the most outlandish director’'s advice because I know there is no shame with him. He can
understand me in terms of colors, metaphors, symbolism and sometimes a simple word can give him the answer he
needs in a scene. It is quite comforting knowing that I can ramble on without fear of humiliation trying to find the key to
a scene, but that’s the beauty with George, it is a partnership where there is a profound respect of each other
and no matter how insane my work is with him, I know he'’ll listen and find his way." - Writer/Director Peter Meli
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Gravitas Ventures Acquires Science-Fiction Award
Winner ‘Alienated’
Gravitas Ventures Acquires Science-Fiction Award Winner
'Alienated'
Jake Spencer Jan 11, 2016 11:45 am

After completing its festival run with a total of three Best Feature wins, several Best Actor awards and a Best
Director prize for Brian Ackley, the indie science-fiction movie "Alienated" has been picked up by Gravitas
Ventures. The company has secured all North American VOD rights to the film, which features the final
performance by Taylor Negron, who unfortunately passed earlier this year to cancer at the age of 57.
"Alienated," starring George Katt and Jen Burry, centers around the married couple Nate and Paige. After
thinking he’s seen a UFO, Nate tries to convince Paige, who doesn’t believe him, causing major friction in their
relationship. As their disagreement draws them apart, the couple is forced to face their fatal relationship issues
while in the midst of a possible alien abduction.
"Gravitas is excited and enthused to collaborate with [producer] Princeton Holt and the One Way or Another
team to introduce their bold new film ‘Alienated’ to over 100 million homes in North America," said Michael
Lange, Film Acquisitions Manager at Gravitas, who negotiated the deal.
"Alienated" will be released On Demand and in select theaters in late March.

“The characterizations feel authentic and the two leads deliver fully
lived-in performances.”

'Alienated': Film Review
11:38 AM PDT 3/29/2016 by Frank Scheck

Courtesy of One Way or Another Productions, LLC
Close encounters of the unhappily married kind.

A married couple deals with relationship issues after one of them
spots a UFO in Brian Ackley's domestic/sci-fi drama.
Viewers are likely to be confused by writer-director Brian Ackley's (Uptown) sophomore feature being billed as
a science-fiction pic but which rather plays like an American millennial version of Scenes From a Marriage.
This film marking the last screen appearance by veteran character actor Taylor Negron (Fast Times at

Ridgemont High, The Last Boy Scout) delivers an incisive portrait of a marital relationship that has descended
into quiet mutual loathing.
That this is not your typical sci-fi effort is indicated by the opening scene depicting a drawn-out argument
between married couple Nate (George Katt) and Paige (Jen Burry) over whether it's better to use hot or cold
water to wash dishes. It's the first of many volatile squabbles in the film, including Paige expressing resentment
over Nate's gifting one of his own paintings to the widow of his best friend and, more crucially to the plot, his
bitterly complaining when she tells him that she'd prefer to take a bath before watching a video he's shot.
It turns out that the video is of a UFO, or, as he more formally describes it, an "alien spacecraft," that he spotted
hovering in the sky. Cue yet more fighting between the two which turns increasingly ugly as the disbelieving
Paige reveals her disgust at his being the sort of conspiracy freak who's convinced that the events of 9/11 were
an inside job by the U.S. government.
Adding a more surreal edge to the otherwise pedestrian proceedings are the appearances of Griffin (Negron),
the couple's blind next-door neighbor who constantly peers at the sky as if sensing something amiss and who,
upon meeting Nate for the first time, asks him what he knows about "astral projection."
The characterizations feel authentic and the two leads deliver fully lived-in performances.
Distributor: Gravitas Ventures
Production: One Way or Another Productions, Fades 2 Black Media Group
Cast: George Katt, Jen Burry, Taylor Negron
Director-screenwriter: Brian Ackley
Producer: Princeton Holt
Director of photography: Donald Murray
Editor: Jay Sacharoff
Composer: Barbara J. Weber
Not rated, 80 minutes

Actor George Katt Discusses Awards, Upcoming
Films and Working With Fellow Greeks On Set
By Alexander Leontaritis
Apr 27

George Katt has proved his talent several times over the last years, with his participation in many independent
feature films and has gained recognition, winning awards in film festivals. His latest award was Best Supporting
Actor for his work in “Red Sheep” at the 2012 Los Angeles Movie Awards. His recent performances include
the films “House of Bodies” and “Percentage.” George Katt told Greek Reporter how it was to work next to
well known actors like Terrence Howard, Peter Fonda and Ving Rhames, as well as working alongside fellow
Greeks.
Congratulations on recently filming a starring role in the feature film “House of Bodies.” The movie also
stars three Oscar-Nominated actors: Terrence Howard, Peter Fonda & Queen Latifah. Can you tell us
about your recent experiences or anything about the role?
Thank you. Yes, it was a wonderful chance to work with director Alex Merkin again. We had already worked
together on “Percentage” and when the opportunity came up to work with him on another film and with such an
amazing cast, I was all for it. I probably shouldn’t say much about my role in “House of Bodies” other than I
instantly gravitated towards Raylan because of his complexities. He wasn’t easy to play and for me…I always
look for a good challenge in roles. I had communicated with Alex before filming and we discussed the
character’s compulsions, childhood behavioral characteristics…I wanted to dig into the reasoning for his
sociopathy and we really wanted to bring a larger truth to the role rather than following a generic path that has
already been seen and done before in the majority of Hollywood thriller films about serial killers. That would
have been the easy route, but we worked to make him memorable by grounding him in truth and humanistic
propulsion in order to drive his disturbing behavior. And it is very disturbing, I tell you…(laughs).
How was it working with Ving Rhames in “Percentage,” another film you just wrapped?
Awesome. It was fantastic. Super nice guy. He is a professional and one thing I observed was how extremely
caring he was about the set and how giving he is to another actor. It’s just an honor to work with actors I grew
up watching in great movies. Dreams do happen if you believe, stick to your guns and work hard. Ving and I
have some great shootouts and moments in that film. It was such a pleasure.
You’ve wrapped quite a lot of new films that are currently in post-production and it seems like the
genres of the projects vary and your roles are all very different from each other. How do you approach
all of these incomparable characters or scripts?
Yes, they are. Very different projects. I don’t like to play the same role twice even if they fall into similar
coincidences, life events or occupations. There is always a different burning light in each of these guys. Of
course, I bring ‘self’ and my own life experiences or knowledge to the them because I believe in bringing truth
and honesty. Sometimes I don’t know…it’s almost like a candle; the ‘self” is the wick or the root; wax is the
imagination, the characteristics, the colors or behavioral patterns of the character; the fire is the event/s…the
heat of it all. The wick and the wax will determine how he burns, the choices he makes; and then finally the
smoke is the outcome of the decisions he makes. It will always smell different, rise differently and flow
unpredictably. It will all depend on how he is molded…where he is rooted. I like to make sure I bring the wick
and the wax and the script lights it all up for me. (pauses) Well, wow, how about that now? Did that sound a bit
profound? Or just complicated? (laughs) But that’s a bit of a parallel I guess…I am always willing and
committed to seeing how these guys they will light up, smoke or burn out.

Congratulations on recently winning the Best Supporting Actor award for your work in “Red Sheep” at
The 2012 Los Angeles Movie Awards and on also being nominated for two more acting awards at the one
festival [2012 World Music & Independent Film Festival] for two different films: the Best Actor award
for “Conquering the Rose” and Best Supporting Actor for “In Montauk.” Has that ever been done
before?
I’m not sure. (laughs) But yes it’s crazy and thank you. It is nice. I’m just very grateful. It has been a long road
but well-worth every bit of it. We were also nominated for Best Ensemble Cast at Barebones International
Independent Film Fest for “Conquering the Rose.” Everyone worked really hard on that film. I am proud of it.

Tell us also a few words about the film “The Maladjusted” you did with Chris Kiros, a fellow Greek.
I play Robbie Petras, an aspiring writer that just hit his 30 mark. It’s a comedy and there are some hilarious
things happening in the film. I think anyone heading into their 30’s will hit a few hilarious road bumps during
that time, change in friendships, relationships…and that transition can be a joke in itself (laughs). Robbie begins
to re-evaluate his path, his ambitions, he’s outgrown the way he was living and just now discovering all this
stuff. And with that, his friendships and approaches are being re-evaluated. It is another role I wanted to ground
in truth because…well, you know…comedy is just an exaggerated mirror of life’s tragedy…and I found Robbie
pretty tragic. Chris Kiros is awesome. A great guy and he was a super director. He knew what he wanted and
was able to express it in the most sincere, generous and professional way. We would curse at each other in
Greek on set jokingly and laugh. I love that guy. Also, the rest of the cast — Tiffany Shepis, Clayton Myers,
Rosebud Baker, Katie Foster, Michael Alban…they were all just rockin’. I loved working with them and it was
a great shoot.
What future projects do you have coming up?
Well, besides these films finishing up post production and the ones that started to hit the film festivals, I am
going to be doing a movie called “Hostage” soon opposite an old friend and a great actor Holt Boggs that will
be directed by Mike Yurinko. I also began filming on a feature film noir thriller called “Mind Full of
Blackbirds” directed by Adam Harvanek. It is a fantastic and very original script and we will be completing the
rest of that one. Those are the more immediate projects I can’t talk about at the moment but there is more. I just
love to keep busy. I love the work.

A movie review by Robert Long
Starring George Katt, Kera O’Bryan, Jenna St. John, Francis Abbey, P.J. Megaw and Ian Novick

Written by Jenna St. John / Directed by J. Michael Whalen
SYNOPSIS: When the coffin of Etta Callahan, a promising dance student, is uprooted from the earth
after days of rain, the small college town of Remington is haunted with questions involving the young
girl’s sudden suicide. A popular art professor reveals his obsession with Etta when he works night and
day to create what will be his masterpiece for the town’s annual art exhibit. This is an act of passion
that aims to make Etta his and his alone: risking his marriage, friendships, and reputation.

An award-winning drama, Conquering the Rose is well-written, directed, paced and acted. It would
not look out of place on a platform release that supports serious, thought-provoking cinema. Let’s do
a little bit of a breakdown here:

First of all the story is a gripper, because it tells the tale of college art professor Jeremiah Mouthy
(George Katt) that had an affair with beautiful dance student Etta Callahan (Jenna St. John). Since
her suicide, he has become obsessed with her memoryt and proceeds to paint her portrait for an
important upcoming art exhibit. This is all well and good except for one thing; let’s put heavy, HEAVY
emphasis on the word obsessed. Mouthy puts so much passion and effort into his masterpiece, that it
has serious ramifications on those around him. His job suffers, his marriage starts to fall apart, and
family and friends are driven into a very distant stance with the professor. He does not notice – nor
does he care – until it is too late.
The acting is SUPERB by Katt. There is never a false moment. George Katt and Kera O’Bryon are
excellent as the married couple teetering on the brink of destruction. Francis Abbey surprised me by
turning in a very good serious performance of the boyfriend that Etta left behind. Kudos extend to all
the cast members. CONQUERING THE ROSE has allowed these performers to sink their teeth into a
heavy, realistic drama. Director J. Michael Whalen shows he can handle heavy subject matter with
finesse.
On the production side the tone and camera work done by Joe Ensley is sharp and helps drive it
well visually. An amber tonality used on screen permeates the look of the film and helps to give it a
suitable somber look and feel. I was very impressed with the 3rd act – where a lot of the main story
and climax is really hashed out.

The final word on CONQUERING THE ROSE is a compelling film and a wonderful study of a man
set on a collision course for self-destruction; only, he does not realize it. Jeremiah Mouthy’s tunnel
vision prevents him from seeing how his actions are affecting others and this all culminates into a
tragic confrontation on what should be the greatest moment of his career. The viewer bears witness
to this man’s downward spiral into obsessive love, rage and madness that is beautifully played by
George Katt.

When I Finish A Movie There Is Definitely An Odd
Uncomfortable Silence Or Void by ALIENATED
Movie’s George Katt
By Filmcourage January 31, 2016

GEORGE KATT ACTOR – ‘Alienated Movie’
Film Courage: Where did you grow up?
George Katt: I grew up in New York City. I was born in Queens. For the longest time I was under the
impression that I was born in Astoria, Queens until recently. I actually looked over my birth certificate and it
reads Long Island City, Queens. It was in a hospital on the cusp there between Astoria and same difference
really the border for the areas can easily blend. But basically, I grew up in New York city / on the boroughs,
went to NYC public schools and for up until high school I was on the borough of Staten Island until graduating.
Then I moved to Manhattan.
Life at home was good. I’m forever grateful for the familial life I had growing up. Not without its difficulties, of
course, but I was fortunate to grow up with loving parents and two wonderful siblings. Public schools are rough
in New York so my brother and I also grew up pretty street smart as well.

George at age 2 or 3 years old
Film Courage: Did your parents encourage acting or attempt to point you in another direction?
George: No. Not at all. I can’t say they encouraged acting. In fact, they were highly against it initially when I
made the great leap to pursue it and advised me to go in another direction. I say great leap because I believe it
wasn’t expected. I myself in many ways didn’t expect it. I was a very good academic student with great grades,
A’s, honors, advanced placement courses, extremely shy and quiet, all that jazz and It was concerning to them
when I threw out the curveball that I decided I was going to school for theater.
Today, of course, I clearly know why they advised another direction. They were very unfamiliar with the
territory and also were being protective. They cared. They wanted me to have a more stable• career path. I
understand that now.
I also have to fairly mention that they eventually did encourage and believe in me and the craft I chose. Through
the strides and struggles and frustrations of what I had gotten myself into, as they did. They paid for some of my
acting classes, came to my shows, et. cetera. Through the long process they still advised me to change career
paths very often and were uneasy about it, but at the same time they were continuously understanding and
supportive. And that was hard for them because they did not want me to struggle as they did. It took a lot of
understanding and acceptance on their part and I love them for that.
Film Courage: Did you go to school for theater, dramatic arts or film?
George: Yes, definitely and many. In New York’s Marymount Manhattan College for theater, The Lee
Strasberg Theatre & Film Institute, many classes over at HB Studios, did a special drama training program over
at the The Juilliard School as part of the National Actors Theatre with Tony Randall, The Actors Studio
wonderful mentors, teachers and private coaches. In Los Angeles with Eric Morris, daughter Suzzane, Ivana
Chubbuck and also at the Playwrights Kitchen Ensemble headed by Dan Lauria. I always loved studying the
craft and always, to this day, love to constantly grow in my work. A plethora of options and styles to pick and

choose from. Be it for theatre or film. Whatever would work for me I would store away in what I like to call my
‘file cabinet.’ Many wonderful schools and teachers available out there.

Film Courage: You had originally wanted to become a musician? Why did this change?
George: I did. I think that was an earlier ambition of mine because I picked up the guitar at an early age. I think
when we are younger all of us have this inner rock star / musician thing happening. Music can be highly
affecting and important when you are growing up through adolescence. Then, if you add the layer of knowing
how to play an instrument or sing well it will just amplify the love for it. I love music and I still play my guitar,
but I also loved film and wanted to be a filmmaker which is what triggered me into taking my first acting class
in high school. It was recommended for me to do by my film class teacher I was studying with at the time.
Then, that was it. It changed when I began to discover other things about myself through the craft of acting.
And it was a very different kind of discovery about who I was or wanted to be with a whole new emotional
stratum to play in. Acting clinched the more passionate side for myself personally and the more passionate side
for my interest in life itself.
Now aside from the artistic involvement, on a business level, we all know they can be very similar. Cut-throat,
competitive, monetarily exploitative and so on. Very paralleled.

Photo by Scott Kowalchyk

Film Courage: Do you embrace risk or feel more secure with a well-known (creative) path?
George: Oh boy, yes. You have to embrace risk. Without risk there is nothing creative. You have to embrace
risk not only with security in financial planning or career paths but also more importantly risk in in the work
itself. In the craft itself. No guts, no glory. No discovery. You have to embrace risk, patience the choices in the
work, mistakes, frustrations, growth it is constant and never-ending. Most importantly, and not as easily said
than done, is embracing a lot of acceptance.
Film Courage: How much does intuition guide your life?
George: Very much so. I can safely say I am very intuitive. I believe we all are – it’s just that some are more
connected to that energy than others. Some ignore it through negative conditioning. I’ve had many experiences
where I later on realized I did not listen to my healthier instincts but they were there all along. And if I had – I
may have had a better experience? The light that’s inside they say. Follow the light already there. We’re all
born with it. I chose to ignore it of course plenty of times and a lot can happen. Bad choices. Unsuccessful
relationships – connections with people that are not ideally healthy and so forth. I think healthy intuition also
has to come from healthy awareness and personal spiritual growth. I think when I am more in tune with that, as
I try to be today, I can feel better or safer about my guttural intuition and instincts.
Instincts and intuition are also extremely important in acting. That goes without saying. But I say it.
Film Courage: How important is authenticity to you?
George: Authenticity I equate to honesty. Extremely important in my life, in my connections and in my work.
Wolfgang von Goethe beautifully said ” What is uttered from the heart alone, will win the hearts of others to
your own.” I make my best efforts to work the honesty and authenticity muscles. Dishonesty will come back to
bite you on the ass, that’s for sure. Be it, in life or in the work.
Film Courage: Best and worst thing a casting director ever said to you?
George: Best things I’ve heard in casting offices are things like “wonderful” or “you’re an amazing actor and I
am going to find a place for you on this show” or “we’d like to offer you the role” or the phone calls for straight
offers from casting are always great. I mean, those are the the best scenarios and experiences I’ve had when a cd
becomes familiar with my work. You make a great impression, you have a recurring relationship with them
when they are casting projects – are on their radar consistently – and most importantly you’ve respectively
merited casting directors as fans of your work. That is the best that has happened / is happening to me with
casting directors.
Worst: I haven’t heard anything tremendously horrible like some of those horror stories I’ve read about.
Granted, you can deal with a lot of coldness or indifference at times that can be confusing – but I’ve learned not
to read into it anymore. In LA, I once had to do a monologue for this a**hole that decided to gorge on a large
piece of birthday cake (somebody in his office was celebrating) the entire time without even looking up once…
and throughout it he was loudly chomping away. I walked out and was confused and thinking “that was f’n
weird and what a piece of sh*t he is.” But my experience for the most part has been positive and the majority of
professional and legitimate casting directors (especially in NYC) are wonderful souls that care about the actor
and care about the work that they do and the work that we do.
The only other 2 incidents I can think of that stand out for me, other than that one… there was one that really
bothered me. It was for a tv series pilot that was set during the Vietnam war and the audition scene placed the
character right smack dab in the middle of a gunfight and explosions and an attack and people dying and all hell
is breaking loose! Chaos. You get the idea right? So, it’s very clearly written in the script as to how he is
reacting to all of this and to his men and you know… you go into things in order to justify what the writer has
done and created on the page here… and it was a really intense scene for an audition – so you commit!! Right?
So, yeah I commit dammit! I kick this read off and am instantly stopped within the first two lines to by this
casting director… hmmm (confused beat of silence)…. and then she goes on to say: “Look, I have a bit of a
headache today and it’s a small room. Can we actually not do what it says and just keep it quiet?”. And what do

you do? I have to stay open here right? Do I appease this casting director now and not burn a bridge here – but
then, wait – the producers are going to see this f’n tape and not find any justification to what is happening
here… and on the fly I gave in and ended up adjusting it to a different circumstance and reality for myself. I
ended up intensely whispering the scene and changed the scenario to where I didn’t want the enemy to hear
me. But again, that is not what was written in it. And I walked out regretting that I did not stick to my guns
about how I would have played out the scene. Thinking okay – the producers and the director are going to
watch this now and not really know that the casting director had a headache and told me to be quiet – thus the
reason why this guy is like f’n whispering in this scene when he is supposed to be screaming at his men. I
walked out and wondered if she had a headache during the time the other actors read and did they end up doing
justice to the scene in the way it called for. I can understand playing opposite choices at times that can be
brilliant and all of that wonderful jazz when it can really work. But this was different and not going to work
with that scene. It was a great role for me and of course I was not cast. I promise to never do that to myself
again. It is horrific when a casting director decides gets involved in the artist’s performance in a detrimental or
deconstructive way due to their own personal issues.
The last one was more of a learning curve. I was like 18 years old in NYC and just started making the rounds
and cold cattle calls with my black and white headshots. It was probably one of the first and early audition
experiences I had professionally. I had gone into an audition for what was at the time a very popular
Shakespearean touring theatre company. I walked in and I immediately approached the casting director to shake
their hand and she instantly scoffed at me and reprimanded me. She said ” Now, let this be a lesson to you
young man: NEVER, EVER approach anyone to shake their hands in a room unless they offer their own hand
first.” Of course, it threw me off. Made me nervous for the rest of the audition and I felt like had already messed
the whole thing up. It was disheartening because I’ve always been warm and friendly. But you know what? It
was sincerely a great lesson I learned. So, I thank that woman. It triggered me into keeping to myself and to just
think about my work in that room and not them. To this day, that is the first thing I am instantly aware of when I
walk into a casting office. Focus on the work. I have never approached a table again since – unless my eye
catches those casting directors, producers or directors that may stand up and politely introduce themselves and
offer their hand first. Then, I will politely reciprocate.

Producer Princeton Holt, George Katt, Jen Burry, Writer/Director Brian Ackley
Film Courage: You have a quote on your IMDB page which reads ‘The quiet after filming is like nails on a
chalkboard for me.’• Why is this? Have you ever been guilty of being too busy?
George: Wow. Yes, that was from a few years ago. I’ve definitely been guilty of being too busy even when I
am not “busy,” per se. There’s this hunger thing that happens. It can be like hunting for sustenance at times.
Needing that next fix of work. Feed the soul kinda thing. That’s not very healthy though. Not for your personal
life. I, at times, found myself almost going mad running around and not knowing what to do with myself when I

wouldn’t be working on a character or a project. But, I’ve gotten a lot better with just sitting with myself over
the last couple of years. And also, since my father passed away recently it really affected me. I’ve been really
working on living more in the moment. Trying to be content and grateful and at peace with myself, regardless if
I am working or not. To just “be” at times… and to just do absolutely nothing. It really is a muscle that I’ve
been working on. There is definitely an odd uncomfortable silence or void for me when I finish a project. I think
many actors that love and commit to the work can relate to that. You invest in this person / this character and
start to care for them and care for the other actors and the crew and then there’s this familial creative thing that
happens on some projects and then… boom… okay here’s the martini shot… bam… clapping, pats on the
back… and… finito… It’s done. You go home and sit on your bed and sigh. It’s bitter sweet. You think okay…
tomorrow I’m not shooting or getting on that stage again. It’s weird. Sad. Like all this build up and work and
then it’s a drop of a hat. That’s the ‘nails on a chalkboard’ thing for me. There’s a certain peace that comes for
me when I am working on a role. It’s tricky because I don’t want to use it as escapism. Acting can be a very
spiritual experience for me as well. That’s maybe why it grabbed me. But today, I try to stay spiritually
connected at all times. I’ve been learning to really love myself lately and working on being peaceful with just
sitting with me and being good ol’ George. But that feeling when you finish up work on something is like…
okay, I gotta let go of my baby now.

Film Courage: What event in your life would you like to live over and why?
George: This question makes me sad. Because when I think about it, there are many. But today I work on living
in today and in the moment and not in the past or too far into the future. Marlon Brando once said that guilt is a
useless emotion. The same goes for thinking about going back to live over certain events. Wishing we had made
different decisions. Who doesn’t? If I think about that stuff… and I do… I am just beating the sh*t out of
myself. It’s useless. It’s pointless. We don’t have the power to do that. I read in this book something that
affected me and that probably made more sense to me than anything else on this subject… it still really stuck to
me – it says: that in order to become who and what we truly are; we have to first experience who and what we
are not. I repeat this constantly since then. It makes sense, right? Without experiencing this opposite we would
not know the latter. I believe the point is to be aware. To grow from the looking back and not be too concerned
with changing it. Onwards and upwards, as they say.

Chain NYC Film Festival’s Christina Perry sits down with the team from ‘Alienated’ Writer/Director Brian
Ackley, Producer Princeton Holt, and Actors Jen Burry and George Katt
Film Courage: How did you first meet Writer/Director Brian Ackley and Producer Princeton Holt from the
film ALIENATED?
George: I was first introduced to Princeton through a mutual wonderful actress friend and colleague, Meissa
Hampton, that connected us and who had previously worked with him on one of his films for One Way or
Another Productions. I had invited him to be a special guest speaker at The Indies Lab (a workshop group I
founded and would moderate – a multicultural ensemble made up of seasoned actors, writers, directors and
filmmakers that would get together once a week and develop new works here in NYC). I loved Princeton and
what he shared right off the bat. We stayed in touch. A couple of years later he contacted me about doing
Alienated.
Brian I met through Princeton. Our initial intro was via phone, as Brian lives outside of New York. So, when I
was cast in the film we spoke over the phone about the script, the character, et cetera. I picked his brain about
what inspired him… he picked mine… we shared our thoughts and we hit it off. I didn’t actually meet or
rehearse with him at all until the first day of filming.
Film Courage: How did Brian or Princeton pitch you the script?
George: I just remember Princeton calling me out of the blue. He was always so kind and complimentary to me
about my work and what I had created with The Indies Lab; and I remember throughout our relationship how he
would talk about wanting to work together on something. So, one day he called me and said he was making a
movie in just a couple of weeks that he was producing. He told me a bit about the script and what he wanted to
accomplish with the project in this short amount of time. He also mentioned how simplified and minimal the
production would be and how solely dependent on the actors’ performances it was… and also importantly…
that the dialogue in the film was a beast to tackle, immense and tremendous… and he believed that Jen and I
were the only actors he knew that could pull it off in this limited amount of time before production.
I was already gravitated to working with Princeton, regardless, because of his taste and passion for poignant
independent cinema and to the type of man he was. So, I was immediately interested in reading the script and up
for the challenge with this monster dialogue Brian had written. It read like an intense 2 hour – 2 character play.
Film Courage: What made you say “yes” to this project? What attracted to the role?
George: Reading the script. Loving the character. Finding things I connected to. It was like… wow… a
blessing of an actors piece. Something to really sink my damned teeth and heart into. A plethora of emotions, a
connectivity and a truthfulness that I loved about it. An actor’s dream to come by in a script.

In all honesty, It reminded me of great theater. Great plays like Tennessee Williams’ work. Watching a
relationship unravel, unfold and ravage right before your eyes on film. It was a unique story about love for me.
Like Streetcar was for its time… it was a relationship… it was love… Stanley and Stella… but I felt Nate
handles things in the form of a very different kind of beast.
Film Courage: At what point did you meet Jen Burry (your wife Paige in ALIENATED)? / How was it
rehearsing without Writer/Director Brian Ackley always being present?
George: We first spoke via telephone once we were cast. We both talked about being very nervous about
memorizing all of this dialogue and doing all of this prep work in the insane short amount of time we had; and
this was without having any rehearsal time available to us at all with the director before shooting. I think we
were both like, are we f’n crazy for doing this? How are we going to pull this off? In theatre you can have
months of rehearsal time before opening night. This was actor kamikaze here. So we both said we have to meet
as much as possible. We first met at a coffee shop in NYC and just began to read it together. We basically
rehearsed in NYC coffee shops. Never on our feet. We first did a simple read through and then I suggested we
begin to break it up into acts and work on each act chronologically, one step at a time, every time we met. We
would get through the acts individually, take notes, discuss and try and memorize together as much of the page
as we could. I believe we had to rush through the last act of the script because we basically just didn’t have
enough time.
The thing was, I think in many ways Princeton is brilliant for this. His casting of this film. I don’t know how,
but he somehow knew that Jen and I would be able to do this thing together. I had never met or worked with Jen
before but we hit it off and really respected each other as actors. We would be there as a safety net if either one
of us fell or faltered. That’s how it should be. She was a pleasure to work with and an actors’ actor so it made it
easy once we were rolling. We connected with ease on it all.
Then when we began filming, before most of our scenes, I would just take a deep breathe, turn to Jen and say:
“Okay kid, you ready? Let’s just live through these moments.”
Film Courage: How much direction did you receive from the director when he arrived on set (since he lived
in another state)? Was a lot of the directing in the script?
George: Brian is a director that trusts. I love that about him. He is simple and he brought this sweet and calm
energy to the set. He allowed us to go with our instincts. He didn’t try and control things or to “direct” much per
se and that was wonderful about him… because like several great directors are quoted in saying: 90 percent of
directing is in casting, or something to that effect. Brian worked in that way and trusted us. We would discuss,
philosophize, laugh, cry, whatever… and then do a quick run-through for the setting up of the shot. Then it was
off… like a rodeo… action… and Jen and I would just come out of the gates Brian had already set up.
Film Courage: What motivates your character Nate in ALIENATED?
George: Love and fear motivate him. Very basic human needs that motivate us all. Wanting to be loved and
understood. His passions and his interests motivate him. Fear of not getting what he wants and losing what he
already has. A feeling of being an outsider and also wanting to belong. The layers to him are just other
complications and colors, but the motivational groundwork for him is very basic and humanistic.
Film Courage: How did you approach the role of Nate?
George: I always approach my characters through compassion. Whether it be a bad guy or whomever. I feel an
actor has to relate and understand the driving motivations and factors in a role. What is his or her truth here? I
also try and bring what I can from my own life experience into this understanding and connection. It was easy
to connect with Nate. I found a lot of aspects of myself I could parallel to him. We all have a Nate in us. I just
had to trust and allow myself to come to into him.
I do have to mention something that is extremely important here… there was also was another driving force in
my performance for this film. In many ways Alienated is a very special film for me. You see, when I began

filming I had just recently found out that my father was ill with cancer. He was in the early stages of being sick
when I had to head out to shoot the film. I was very sad, worried sick and under emotional duress during
filming. It is not what I expected to happen during production because it was all so sudden and quick, the way
his illness happened – So, I just had to use what was going on with me personally and correlate this into Nate. I
had no choice really, and I always remember what the great Roy London said: Use whatever is going on or is
happening with you within that day – inject it into your work, into the moment… allow it in there. Use it. So
Nate was a combination of things. Initial prep work, thoughts, relating and then just allowing myself to live
through him in this story and these circumstances.
Nate is a special character for me and Alienated is a special project for me because it is also the last feature film
I performed in before I lost my father.
Film Courage: Do you like to know lots about the story and the other characters parts of a film, or just your
part to keep the character true?
George: Initially, I love to know it all. I’m really a curious George. There sometimes can be information or
clues for you that isn’t immediately available in just knowing your own part. Following this, I end up putting
the blinders on and primarily just focus on the character I am playing. Although, there have been instances
where I have to focus on only on the parts of my character… especially for television scripts.
Film Courage: Where did you shoot the film?
George: We filmed in a house in New Jersey. It was Spring. We all stayed in the same exact house that the film
was shot in and I dug it because it really helped me get acquainted and familiar with Nate’s home and
environment. The usage of his space.
Film Courage: Where did you shoot the film?
George: We filmed in a house in New Jersey. It was Spring. We all stayed in the same exact house that the film
was shot in and I dug it because it really helped me get acquainted and familiar with Nate’s home and
environment. The usage of his space.

Film Courage: Can you share how the 6-day shoot broke down script wise? What was the 6 days on set like
otherwise?
George: I think we were shooting about 15 pages a day? A lot. They were long and intense days but the
intimacy of the location / the house and the minimal size of the crew was very helpful and efficient. It was like
the house was our stage and the play would be performed with the cameras following these characters in action.
We also filmed most of it pretty much in chronological order to the way the script played out and that was
extremely helpful, as we developed in natural chronological creative harmony along with the chronological
telling of the story. Very much like a stage play. It was a 6 day live-wire.
Film Courage: What scene in ALIENATED was the most difficult?
George: I think it was the driving scene at night with Taylor. It was one of the very few times we were outside
the elements of the house and it was more technical than anything else. Stopping at the lights, getting sound and
lighting right and kicking in performance while driving and being aware of the rest of the ongoings and for the
safety of the crew in the back seat. In addition, you’re manipulating a specific speed of the vehicle at the same
time. I’ve driven quite a bit for films, so it was nothing new to me, but that was the only scene I can honestly
think of that I found to be a bit challenging. And it wasn’t even that bad.

Film Courage: When you’re playing opposite an actor which you have a close relationship with in the film,
how do you work off screen to build a rapport?
George: This really varies on the type of personality or actor you’re working with. Also on the duration of the
shoot or time you have together on a project. I love working with actors that care about the craft, are mutually
generous and pleasant to work with. It’s nice to get to know your fellow actor and connect on an artistic and
humanistic level. Discuss, share thoughts and support each other. I do not enjoy working with megalomaniacs
or self-serving egos. It brings a different energy to the set that isn’t appreciated or creatively safe for the rest of
the cast, the director or the crew. Fortunately, that didn’t happen on this set and I believe that is a partial factor
that helps make it a great film… that helps make a lot of films great in my opinion. Positive energy equates to
success. Jen Burry and Taylor Negron are great souls. They cared about the craft and cared about others and in
that short amount of time I had the opportunity to get to know them also on a personal level. I loved working
with them and maintained a friendship with them that lasted following the shoot.

Jen and George at Chain NYC Film Festival Q&A
Film Courage: How would you recover from the emotional scenes of the filming at the end of the day? How
do you switch off?
George: It can be difficult. Maybe how some recover from a really tough day at work or a challenging
experience? Except when you’re an actor you can really go through this emotional roller-coaster ride and it can

be exhausting. Had a lot of that in this film. This one was also very different for me because at the end of the
day… at the end of the emotional scenes… I was still emotional. I was personally worried about my father. So,
I would try and meditate and pray. Prep for the next day… cry at times to release. You know. Or just make
myself an iced coffee and step outside for a cigarette, look up at the sky and just allow and accept what I was
feeling.
Film Courage: Where is ALIENATED currently available to watch?
George: Gravitas will be releasing it on VOD, Cable VOD and in select theaters in March.
Film Courage: How was it working with Taylor Negron?
George: It was an experience and a person I will never forget. I first met Taylor and was introduced to him by
Princeton at Taylor’s apartment in Manhattan. We all sat down with Brian for an initial intro and a readthrough. I instantly felt an energy from Taylor that was otherworldly-connected. Extremely spiritual and good. I
can’t really explain it in words but I felt it throughout working with him and knowing him. I remember thinking
to myself, wow… this was a special person here and in touch with some things that most are not in touch
with… a good soul that has been through a lot in his life. I could tell all of this instantly about him. He had a
wonderful smile and would speak about things that I understood very well but that maybe others would scratch
their heads at. We philosophized quite a bit and also sometimes sat in silence in the same room between takes
with this interesting energy and mutual understanding. He LOVED the work. I know he adored it. I also know
how enthusiastic he was about his role and about this film. I know that while he was there, he was extremely
grateful to be there and he expressed it. Sometimes you come across these special lights. That’s what he was
like.
The other thing is, I had shared with him about my father’s illness and he was just so amazingly kind and gentle
and supportive about it. And this continued after filming. He knew I was struggling with my father’s sickness
and loss and he would write to me on Facebook and send me deep and hopeful messages of encouragement. All
along, he never once mentioned that he was ill with cancer himself during this time. That was unreal to me.
About a week prior to his passing he sent me a message on Facebook (this was following my father’s own
passing). I am grateful I had the opportunity to get to know him and to also let him know how amazing I
thought he was and how highly I thought of him. When he passed away and I found out it was from cancer it
really hit me hard in the gut. I had just lost my father and then this friend that I had no idea was dying this entire
time was gone – out of the blue. It really affected me. I’m grateful to have met him, to have worked with him
and to have known him in the time that I did. I believe we connected on this film for a reason. No accidents
with this universe.
It was difficult. I lost 3 people I really loved and cared about within a year’s time span. 2 of them to horrific
cancer.
After he wrapped on the film, Taylor left a comment for me on a photo of us on Facebook that I still have – it
reads: “George Katt, Last night shooting in the 7/11 parking lot was very exciting for me. I have never acted
blind in a convenience store in New Jersey. You are a deep soul.”
Film Courage: What’s been the audience reaction to ALIENATED? Although it’s a serious film, in Q&A’s
for a few screenings people found certain parts funny?
George: Yeah, it was so great that the audience laughed at certain things and reacted that way. I feel it’s
because this on-screen relationship and the feuding between these characters is very truthful… sometimes
uncomfortable… it’s familiar and very relatable with audiences… and that can hit a personal funny bone in
them. This is always wonderful.
Film Courage: What principles have guided your life?
George: Spiritual growth. Love. Passion. Integrity. Courage. Faith. Constantly working on the higher self.
Helping others.

Film Courage: Is there anything you haven’t shared yet, that you wish you knew before you made this
movie?
George: No. Not on this one. I don’t wish I knew anything at all from what I already knew. It happened the
way it did and it was special to me and I am grateful for that.
Film Courage: What’s next for you?
George: I just wrapped up a film. There’s also a film I’m in called “Turnabout” that just started making its
festival rounds that I am very proud of. I don’t know what tomorrow holds. I pray for longevity in the line of
work that I love and care so much for. That’s all I can do. I feel what I do as a gift that can also give back. I
hope to continue to give back. The universe always has a way of bringing forth new and wonderful projects to
me. I will just allow it.

Life is complicated.
Too often, movies are not complicated.

Then, there's writer/director Kim Cummings' In Montauk.
Refreshingly, Cummings doesn't shy away from life's complicated moments and decisions in In Montauk, a film
that practically defines what it means to be an independent film. It seems like these days even a good number of
the "indie" films are just lower budgeted extensions of the major studios, so it almost comes as a surprise when
a true indie gem comes across my desk with a clear vision, an authentic message and production values that
practically demand that it be seen by a wider audience.
Julie (Nina Kaczorowski) is a young woman with a seemingly idyllic life. She has a husband (George Katt)
who adores her, a baby on the way and a career as a photographer just getting ready to take off. Throwing
herself into her artistic vision for an upcoming show, Julie finds herself alone in Montauk passionately pursuing
her dream yet also quietly confronting her uncertainties. When a composer (Lukas Hassel) comes knocking on
her door with an unusual request, the trajectory of Julie's life is altered as hopes and fears rise to the surface and
decisions are made.
In Montauk is a film about adults making adult decisions in adult relationships. The film bears almost no
similarity to the usual films that Hollywood would release about this very subject, though to describe the 68minute film in too much detail would be too spoil it. Suffice it to say that Cummings doesn't sugarcoat her
subject nor give her characters the easy way out. There's no real black or white thinking here. Instead, In
Montauk exists uncomfortably yet appropriately within the gray areas of life where most of us find ourselves.
The film has proven to be popular on the film festival circuit with prizes awarded at Woods Hole Film Festival,
Northampton Film Festival, New York VisionFest and Long Island International Film Expo among others. To
pinpoint one area where the film excels would be simply unjust. Cummings has assembled a stellar cast and
crew to construct what is easily one of 2012's indie highlights.
It's remarkable to discover that this is the first feature film from Cummings, an obviously gifted filmmaker with
a confident artistic vision and an ear for dialogue woven together beautifully. D.P. Brian Dilg's cinematography
is exceptional in both its crystal clear imagery and its ability to comfortably yet confidently companion the
film's emotions. Likewise, Charlie Schmid's original music is as much a gift as the film itself.
Nina Kaczorowski does a beautiful job of offering up Julie as a richly human being tasked with extraordinarily
challenging decisions to be made. It is wise to avoid judgment in this case, instead allowing the audience to
simply observe her story and how it unfolds. Kaczorowski keeps us invested in Julie's story regardless of how
we feel about those decisions, no small challenge. Lukas Hassel gives a similarly resonant performance as
Christian, who serves as a sort of a detached yet undeniable muse. Hassel gives a performance that is grounded
in truth rather than ideals, a choice that makes us feel more intensely the difficult choices unfolding. Finally,
there is George Katt as Josh. Katt is given the challenge of playing a character who is in many ways a bystander
of the changes in the world around him that are seeming to unfold regardless of who he is or how he acts. He is
neither victim nor perpetrator, but Katt makes sure that we feel the importance of his presence.
In Montauk is an intellectually satisfying and emotionally honest film that takes what feels like a very real
scenario and allows it to play out in a way that doesn't feel manufactured or histrionic. Life is difficult. Life is
complicated. Sometimes, we make the best decisions we can based on the information we have at the time ...
and sometimes we're wrong. Other times, what feels wrong is actually right. But how can we possibly know
that?
In Montauk doesn't serve up the easy answers, but instead allows us to share in one of 2012 cinema's more
honest and naturally played out life journeys. If you get a chance, check it out.
© Written by Richard Propes
The Independent Critic
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‘The Fugitive Chronicles’
By Linda Stasi
March 31 | 4:00am

ESCAPE ARTIST: A&E dramatizes the NY manhunt of Ralph "Bucky" Phillips (Starring: George Katt).
Almost four years ago to the day this show airs, a horrifyingly slippery career criminal by the name of Ralph
“Bucky” Phillips escaped from an upstate jail, killed a state trooper and triggered the most intensive, most
expensive manhunt in New York state history.
Phillips, who’d grown up in the woods of western New York, went back to those woods, killed another officer
and managed to elude desperate troopers and the FBI for nearly six months. Cops came literally within inches
of getting him at least half a dozen times before he’d slip away again.

At the end, it took 300 law enforcement personnel to bag the backwoodsman.
Two decades earlier, here in the city, Larry Davis, a murderer and drug dealer, brazenly opened fire at seven
police officers who’d entered his sister’s apartment to arrest him. He seriously wounded six of them before
jumping out a window and vanishing.
Davis hid out in the “woods” of his childhood, too — the infamous “Fort Apache” area of The Bronx — setting
off a months-long, bizarre and deadly manhunt.
Every time these guys eluded capture, their stature as folk heroes grew — despite, and in some cases because,
they killed or attempted to kill cops.
A&E’s new series “Fugitive Chronicles” — a show that combines the actual words of the fugitives and very
good actors for the dramatizations of the crimes, the manhunt and the capture — chose these two guys to start
its show because it’s hard to imagine any two more unbelievable stories.
“Fugitive Chronicles” got decent actors who actually sort of look like the people they’re supposed to be.
The result is a terrific package — built around some incredibly frustrating and horrific tales, and even some
inadvertently funny ones.

Alienated – Jim Morazzini

I have to admit I might not have watched the screener of this if I hadn’t confused it
with the 2016 film Alienated which also deals with a man try trying to get to his
estranged wife during an alien invasion. This so similarly titled film deals with a
couple on the verge of breaking up who’s problems are amplified when the husband
photographs a UFO.
It begins with Nate listening to a conspiracy theorist on the radio going on about
9/11. He goes outside where he ends up with footage of something odd in the sky.
She not only disbelieves him but refuses to look at what he’s shot. This unleashes a
series of arguments ranging over their personalities and the relationship in general.
And this is what most of the film consists of. Nate has a conversation with his
neighbor Griffin, (Tayler Negron in his last role), who might not be able to see
whats around him, but can see what’s causing Nate’s problems.
The film has been doing very well on the festival circuit which is a bit of a surprise,
not because it isn’t good but because the poster is so misleading I would expect it to
attract the wrong audience and leave people disappointed. It positions the film as a
science fiction film when it’s actually a domestic drama, the UFO angle is just there
to kick the fighting off and then reappear at the end. Those lured in by the
devastated city on the poster might be seriously disappointed.

For those who’ve come to it via reviews or word of mouth and know what they’re
getting this is a strong drama. The arguments feel real to the point they remind me
of ones I’ve had. The two leads George Katt as Nate and Jen Burry as his wife
Paige both give excellent performances as does Negron. They are the only three
characters in the film so if they hadn’t delivered there would have been a real
problem. Hopefully we’ll be seeing more of these two.
This is the second feature from writer/director Brian Ackley, his previous one
Uptown also dealt with dysfunctional relationship, but not flying saucers. He’s very
good conveying the situation and making us believe these are two people who have
been together for years and are now falling apart. The dialogue sounds real and
many of the things they argue over will be familiar to anyone who’s been in a
relationship good or bad.
Alienated is an excellent drama that will hopefully manage to move beyond being a
festival success and get some mainstream success, all involved with this film
deserve it.
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Interview With George Katt, Star Of Sci-Fi Drama
Alienated
Articles by Shawn Loeffler

Alienated, opening in cinemas March 25th and on VOD March 31st, is a science-fiction film with a
difference, as star George Katt (Valley of Angels, Red Sheep) tells us.
The movie, a sci-fi drama, tells the story of man who, after seeing a UFO, is forced to confront the relationship
issues between himself and his skeptical wife. Definitely not your typical sci-fi fare.

People are going to be surprised by Alienated. It’s definitely not your typical “alien invasion” movie. Was
that what appealed to you about it?
Thank you. There was a lot that appealed to me about it. It was an actor’s piece that reminded me of some great
stage plays. Very character driven. A lot of inner life things happening with the characters. The action just

unfolds before your eyes between these people. Kazan used to say that was the best kind of theatre. Not about
exposition – just watching the unravelling. It was that kind of a script I felt I could really sink my chops into
and I was immediately gravitated to doing something like this for film.

And could you relate to your character?
Yes, I’ve always had to find things to relate to any character I play. I found a lot I could relate to with Nate. The
good, the bad, the ugly, and beautiful. There was a plethora of relation to work with.
Did you have a relationship with the filmmakers beforehand or did they reach out to you to play the role?
I knew Princeton, one of the producers, beforehand. We were introduced by a mutual friend. I had him over as a
guest once at the Indies Lab and we kept connected. He was the one that sent my work to writer/director Brian
Ackley. It was just one of those “fated” things that happened for this film. The pieces fell into place and they
fell in pretty quickly.

Was there much time beforehand for you and Jen Burry to get to know each other?
Not much at all. I believe it was a couple of weeks of rehearsal time between us. We didn’t have much time to
prepare for it or early access to the script prior to being cast. But we instantly clicked and professionally worked

very hard together since we didn’t actually have director Brian Ackley around until the first day of shooting.
We basically rehearsed the project on our own and when we started rolling just trusted each other and lived
through it all.
What are your memories of working with Taylor Negron?
Very fond. We became close quickly. Amazing man and soul. Deep. Wonderful and giving. Tremendous loss to
not have him around on this earth.
You’ve done a lot of TV too. Do you prefer one medium over the other?
Stage, TV, and Film are all different in some form or another technically speaking. But when approaching the
role or the work, I do it in a similar manner. With the heart and the same spirit. I love to work in my craft and
always find it a blessing to be working in any form or medium. They are all different beasts. I love switching it
up. As long as the role speaks to me, the people involved, or the script and the project — it is great. I have no
specific preference.

Can you tell us about the Indies Lab?
The Indies Lab is a multicultural ensemble I founded in New York City in 2010. It is a group of emerging and
seasoned professional actors, writers, directors, and filmmakers driven by a commitment to artistic excellence,
creative exploration, passion for significant work, and by our mission to nurture artistic growth and to develop,
generate, and produce vital new works in independent cinema, television, and stage. It is a place I am very
proud of that has been an artistic home to, and has helped and connected many artists.

Tuesday, June 14
Interview - George Katt of "Face Divided"/"Mutilation of St. Barbara"
By Byrne Harrison

Name: George Katt
Play: "FACE DIVIDED" / "MUTILATION OF ST. BARBARA"
Relationship to production: Actor & Founder/Artistic Director of The Indies Lab
Website: http://www.georgekatt.com/ / www.facebook.com/theindieslab
How did you first get involved in theatre?
I started on stage at an early age before high school and it is where I first began to hone my craft and before I
began work in television & film. I began doing Off-Broadway and Off-Off Broadway plays in NYC before
anything else. It was where I fell in love with the craft. NYC and theatre were the first venues of inspiration for
my work and are my roots
Who are your biggest influences?
For theatre when I first started out, I was immediately turned on to Elia Kazan, Marlon Brando, Tennessee
Williams, Montgomery Clift and other artists that revolved around The Actor's Studio & Lee Strasberg's world.
It was any actor/director/writer that I felt was working from a place of truth and an investment.

What is your show about?
Our two one-acts are both about dysfunctional or a better word would be 'unfortunate' relationships. The
common bond is a definite love for each other but unhealthy nonetheless. They are paralleled in themes of
escapism, abuse, and mutilation.
What inspired you to perform in it?
Rosebud Baker gave me "Face Divided" to read back in January and at the time I personally connected with the
piece instantly. We workshopped a scene at The Indies Lab and when she came to me about getting involved
with the festival and the idea of pairing it up with a one-act written by fellow member and amazing talent Mark

Borkowski and also utilizing the fantastic actors from The Indies, I was all for it. Really wonderful, dark, and
intense plays. "Face Divided" is written by Edward Allan Baker and "Mutilation of St. Barbara" by Mark
Borkowski, both award-winning playwrights that bring so much depth and intricacy to their characters and their
relationships.
Why was it important to you to be part of an eco-friendly theatre festival?
We have an ongoing common problem in this world lately. Our earth is being abused. Our resources are being
drained. And although most of us may be unaware, but we are being affected by it, like it or not. It is important
to be conscious of that. If we don't begin to suppress any further damage to our environment and our ecosystem
it will come back to haunt us in more ways than we are aware. I recommend being educated on this matter.
Reading about it, watch some amazing documentaries, know how you can do your part. As artists it is important
that we care about our environments as a whole. Our inspirations.
Planet Connections donates a portion of the box office for each show to a charity. What charity has your
production chosen and why?
The Actor's Fund of America. It's an amazing cause and has been a great help to many struggling artists. It is a
place that really cares about actors being able to thrive and to continue doing what they love to do.
What's next for you after Planet Connections?
I will be starring in several feature films including "Turnabout" opposite Indies Lab members Chris Kerson and
Mark Borkowski whom both starred in the recent Rogue/AMC Independent film "Cost of a Soul" and "Jack:
The Original Human" a feature film with a different take on one person's journey through their self discovery as
they are influenced by beat generation writers and poets. I am also continuing the development and growth of
"The Indies Lab" as we just made it past our 6-month mark and am going to go into editing soon on a feature
film drama I directed through the lab titled "Miracles of the Misfitted" starring the Lab actors. I also have
several other feature films that I am currently in talks with about starring in.
And finally, if your play was food, what kind of food would it be?
It would be a sour apple straight out of the Garden of Eden!
"Face Divided"/"Mutilation of St. Barbara"
Saturday, June 04 at 5:25PM
Monday, June 06 at 9:00PM
Wednesday, June 08 at 4:30PM
Sunday, June 12 at 6:00PM
Friday, June 17 at 8:00PM
Sunday, June 19 at 11:30AM
The Robert Moss Theatre
440 Lafayette Street

BRWC MAGAZINE Talks To George Katt
5th March 2016 - Alton Williams

From writer-director Brian Ackley comes Alienated, an intoxicating, edgeof-the-seat science-fiction chiller tells the story of a married couple that is

forced to confront their fatal relationship issues while on the brink of a
possible alien abduction.
George Katt is one of the stars of the film and he warmly granted us some
time to talk about it with him.
How did you get the role of Nate in the film?
The producer was familiar with my film work prior to the project. He contacted me about it and
put me in touch with writer/director Brian Ackley. Brian had looked over my work and all it
took was a phone call and good conversation about our ideas for the role. There was an instant
connection and understanding.
What was the appeal of playing him?
He felt real to me. I instantly empathized with Nate. The script, the dialogue, the situation. His
relationship. I saw layers and layers of humanistic appeal. Conflict. The ways Nate functions
and reacts through love and fears of his own. I related to him and found him really
interesting…. goofy and quirky but also darkly conflicted at the same time and sad. I had a
comfortable instinct about playing him as soon as I finished reading the script for the first time.
How does Nate change over the course of the film?
Yes he does. There are definite realizations and emotional changes happening within him
throughout the course of the film.
Do you find it easy to ‘come down’ from those emotionally-gruelling scenes at the end of
the day? Able to switch off?
I don’t think it is ever easy. But, I believe it is a learned muscle that comes with working in the
craft for so long. Everyone has their own ways and methods of turning it off and handling the
come downs. It wasn’t easy with this one, but I just let it all be and happen and accept whatever
I was feeling. I was very much in the moment-to-moment with things on this one, whether it be
when we were rolling or when I’d have to come down from Nate. I tried to keep it simple.
Do you believe in UFOs?
I believe anything is possible.

